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Enter The Dreamcast! 
New Sega Hardware Officially Unveiled ■ Japanese Launch on November 20 ■ Autumn 1999 for 
US and Europe ■ Ready yourself for coverage of the biggest launch party in Sega’s history! 



Info Explosion! First 128-bit game! Eurovision! Believe it! 

We interview Warp’s D2 Big name Euro Dreamcast out- 
the President revealed on coders sign up specs Model 3! 
of Sega! Dreamcast with Sega Full story! 
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Tonight We re Gonna Party like It’s 



g§m 

The Future is in his Hands 

# 
Dreamcast,. 
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The biggest benefit 

of Dreamcast is in 

supplying the almost 

movie-like graphics 
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FINISHED IT? DON’T LIKE IT? BORED WITH IT? 

MEGAMART/ 
If you’re smart, you’ll swap with Mart 
CALL NOW 01584 878070 

&ML 240,000’ 
GAMERS LOOK TO THIS 

THE OFFICIAL SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE PAGE EVERY MONTH 

Do you stock 
the games they 

Sega Saturn the wanttobuy? 
UKS Only dedicated Let them know! 

Saturn magazine Call Kathryn Clements I 
now on 0171 972 6718 1 
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Eurovision 
Sega Europe Dream Teams Revealed! 
Sega Europe enlist world famous European developers to write games for Dreamcast ■ The creators 
of StarFox, Ecco the Dolphin and Formula One on-board ■ Their aim: to produce stunning 
Dreamcast titles for the European launch next year ■ Expect BIG things from these guys 
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Warp’s First Dreamcast 
Title Exposed! 
Kenji Eno reveals his latest masterwork in huge show in central Tokyo 
■ D2 is the only roryfr/nc^Dreamcast game at this point ■ Crowds of over 
10,000 mass to bear witness to Eno and his new game 





The Mutant Attack! 
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the world's first 128-bit web site 

www.dreamcast.co.uk 
coming soon 



Neo Geo Pocket Unveiled 
“tobE-L.h." ME 

Apology ^L- 

:o geo pocket spec 

pth) x 74mm (height) 



NEXT MONTH 
What have we got next issue? Hey, what 

haven’t we got! Expect D2, Dracula X, 

Deep Fear... and more!! 

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 
AUGUST ISSUE UUT JULY 15th 
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Waitasecond. Two Shining Force games in one issue? 
Yep, with part one of Sega's epic RPG series set for an 
imminent UK release, Japanese gamers are already 
getting to grips with their second fantasy helping. 
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With the annual strawberries and cream gluttony 
] | contest of Wimbledon almost upon us, now seems as 
j I tt 1 good a time as any to reveal Ubi Soft's latest Saturn 

] creation - Tennis Arena. 
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Hey, it's another preview of Dragon Force 2! This time 

we look at the finished import version, and have a bit of 

a nightmare translation session with this Japanese- 

heavy adventure title. 

Dragon Force I 

A rathe 

I similar 
A rather text-heavy Japanese adventure, hi 

to the original for diehard fans 7 
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Remember when Sega was cool? When you could buy a 

Sega game without being sneered at by PlayStation 

owners, or gobbed on by NG4 freaks? Ah, then you'll 

surely remember Phantasy Star... 

Phantasy 
Star Collection 
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It is the dawn of an exciting new age in videogames technology and whilst 
we're all still fiercely loyal to our Saturns, the minds of Sega assembled are 
now anticipating the new machine. This month's news section should answer 
vast amounts of your queries, but where there are answers, inevitably more 
guestions arise. So send them to OPEN FLOOD GATES 0+A, SEGA SATURN MAGA¬ 
ZINE, 37-39 Millharbour, London E14 9TZ. Or email: ssm.qa@ecm.emap.com. Rich 
promises a wittier, less informative intro (probably involving his "genius intel¬ 
lect" or something) for the next issue. 



■"r* ONLINE* SEGA* 

NEW SEGA^CONSOLE 
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BANJO KAZkOIE 

: pi STATION* NINTENDO* PC * W BODY HARVEST: N64 

BANJO KAZOOIE: N6A 

AND GORE ON N64 
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ROAD RAGE! 
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One of the most eagerly awaited adventures finally 

arrives on our Saturns... in a fully, translated PAL 

edition! Here it is: no hype, no bullshit. Just a 

subjective, yet informed opinion from one who knows. 

Shining 
Force 3 

[ Shining Force is clearly the best Battle 
RPG for the Saturn! It’S a classic title! ] 
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Still playing games on that PAL Saturn? Fed up with seeing all those great import 
titles from Japan, but knowing you'll never get the chance to experience them? Take 
heart dear reader. SSM is here to provide essential relief for worried UK gamers! 

King Of Fighters '97 
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Bomberman: Fight! 

90% 



81% 

Bomberman Wars 
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SEGA SATURN" tips 
In the beginning there was nothing. Then God said “Let there be Quake!" And there was Quake. And Quake was good. Then God, being a 
Saturn owner, said "Let there be Quake for my Saturn." And there was. And Saturn Quake did make us tremble before its glory. After forty 
days and forty nights of playing Quake, God got a bit bored and said "Let there be tips for Quake." And there were. And the tips did work. 
And they were foretold by the prophets of SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE Tips. 37-39 Millharbour, Bethlehem, London E14 9TZ. 
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Burning Rangers 
Concluding SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE'S exhaustive coverage of Sonic Team's epic fire-fighting adventure, we're proud to present the 
complete guide to this incredible game, rated a massive 90% in the previous issue. LEE NUTTER is your guide. 
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Welcome friends! Yes, welcome indeed, to what is the last part of SSM's pretty damn decent tips coverage of Panzer Dragoon Saga. In 
this exciting episode, we round the game off, explain a few mysteries and show off some elements of the title you might have missed 

even if you have finished it! Over to RICH LEADBETTER... _ 
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THE WALKTHROUGH part El 
It's becoming a bit of habit, but rest assured: the end is nigh! This issue we take apart a huge section of Disc Two of the epochal RPC 
that is Grandia. It's a frankly unbelievable game - packed with action, intrigue and excitement... and we're not even fully sure what's 
going on! Hence our fine walkthrough coverage. RICH LEADBETTER is the man with the plan. 
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COlllTflOPERATEBl 
I With Virtua Fighter 4 still over a year away, AM2’s elite arcade programmers have just put the finishing touches 
to the long-awaited Fighting Vipers 2. More than just another 3D beat ’em up, FV2 goes under the microscope 
this month courtesy of WARREN HARROD. 
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game www.game-online.com 
^n!!^ the free games mag on the web 
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